
 
           

The Commish Corner  Week 10 / Semi’s! 
 
▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬ 
 
Fan Cam! 

           
The Hurricanes faithful (shown here at this week’s semi-final game) take  
the title of “Best Fans” for Legends Fall 2012 by loyally showing up in big  
numbers week after week, even in cold, wind and rain, to cheer on their team. 
 
 
The Hot Corner! 
 
The semis this season featured some of the best games of the season in the quest to vie for the 
Division Fall Championships and those invaluable and highly sought after 3” high trophies … 
oh, and winter bragging rights!   
 
19+ Division:  The Nationals silence the Thunder and the Senators stop a “Hurricane” … what 
other force of nature will be involved when the Nats and Senators clash in the upcoming 
Championship game?  Lightning perhaps?  Can the strong pitching and defense of the Senators 
come together again to stop the mighty bats of the defending champion Nationals?   
 
30+ Division:  An 11 inning “thrillah” saw the Redlegs advance to the Championship yet again, 
but can they overcome the mighty Padres (who roll into the finals undefeated) from adding to 
their 2010-2011 “dynasty” run? 
 
Come out to watch some great baseball this coming Sunday! 
 
 



Legends of the Week!  
 
Because of the amazing and exciting semi-final games, it seemed only right to avoid slighting 
any of the four great performances that were nominated for “LoW” by picking only one … so 
here they all are! 
 
30+ Division 
 
Jayson Putnam pitched 4 innings, giving up only one run, and closing out a close game for the 
winning Padres.  He also hit a clutch two-run single with the bases loaded and two outs, giving 
the Padres the lead at a critical time in the game!  For the Redlegs, Bill Womack came up big 
time and time again in the semi-final game, capping his day’s performance by striking out the 
side (and the heart of the opposition’s lineup) in the bottom of the 11th inning in a big closing 
save for his Redleg squad. 
 

     
Putnam!                            Womack! 
 
19+ Division 
 
The Nationals Tom “Tallstop” Blazek, who went 3-for-3, including a triple, BB, 2 runs  and 3 
RBI’s, had a career day, not to mention amazing defense at third, knocking two sure hits down 
for outs.  Sharing the spotlight with him is our Editors Pick (since Wayne forgot to nominate an 
LoW!):  Joe “Lights Out” Strange and Eric “MLB” Ottenheimer dealt a devastating 1-2 (more 
specifically, 1-8) punch to the Hurricanes chances to win a third championship with Joe’s solid, 
no earned runs middle relief and Eric’s off the hook, crazy, diving, catching of literally 
everything hit anywhere near the outfield, as well as both contributing RBI’s and runs scored. 
 

       
Blazek! (visual approximation)    Ottenheimer!                              Strange!  (well, we think he is) 
 



 
Game Reports! 
Game reports by the managers. Photos courtesy of “The Commish” unless credits otherwise given 

SENATORS at HURRICANES:  7-3 

Senators’ perspective 

This was the best game of the season played by the Senators.  They outplayed the undefeated 
Hurricane's through the full 9 inning game.  The Canes jumped on the board first in the bottom 
of the 1st with 2 runs, But the Senators got even scoring 2 in the top of the 4th, and then took the 
lead with 2 more in the top of the 6th and never gave it up.  The Hurricanes made a huge run to 
tie it up in the bottom of the 7th with 2 on and 2 out, when a hard shot to right field was caught, 
in a beautiful dive (and the catch of the season) by Zake (“MVP”) Shatzer.  The Senators pitcher 
said that Zake just saved the game with that web gem catch.  The Senators then put the lid on the 
game in the top of the 9th with 3 more runs.  Joe Strange had 2 RBI's and Andrew (“Clutch”) 
Hurang with 3 RBI'S and with Chris (“Doubles”) Welker & Wayne (“Skip”) Stevens both 
getting 1 RBI each.  During the post-game press conference, Wayne Stevens, Senators Manager 
stated “We are getting it done when we have to now and we overcame a great hitting team today.  
We are playing the best baseball of the season now and this is a total team effort - not relying on 
one player to put us in the Championship game.  Every one of these guys has stepped up when 
we need them too.”  Then the sound of the champagne bottles being uncorked sent the skipper to 
grab his beer goggles and enjoy the celebration in the team Winnebago. 

Hurricanes’ perspective 

“That’s why we play the game”, quipped Hurricanes’ manager Greg Budnik.  “I told our squad 
before the first pitch this would be a good, hard fought game and it turned out to be exactly that.”  
Having tied the Senators in an exciting game earlier in the season, it was clear this was going to 
be another close one right from the start … and that was confirmed, with each team only 
managing 2 runs after 5 innings played.  “The difference in the game came down to a few 
defensive lapses we committed” Budnik said.  The Canes hit with their opponent and pitched 
right along with them as well, but where the Senators “hit ‘em where they ain’t”,  the Canes hit 
‘em right at ‘em – and the Senators caught ‘em too.  The Senators took advantage of the errors 
and went ahead 4-2 in the 6th and the Canes watched their opportunities dwindle down in the 
final three inings as Senators defense caught EVERYTHING hit at them – in web gem fashion, 
to boot.  Definitely one of the best games we played all season, the Canes played as a team and 
lost as a team in sportsmanlike fashion.  Here’s hoping the Nats and Senators game is as exciting 
as our games against both of those teams this year.   

Kudos to Gary “The Rock” Migliaccio for his tough-as-nails play and hitting all day, Mark 
“Can’t We All Just Get Along?” Summa and Adam “Hangover” Oberheim for their run-saving 
diving, running catches in right, Bryan “Koufax” Stoutenburgh for his excellent 5-innings of 
starting pitching and John “Iron Man” Dean for coming back strong after taking a shot to the 
head early in the game.   “We’re taking the Championship weekend off and want to thank our 
fans – who are the BEST fans in Legends - for their support this season!” Budnik was heard 
saying as he headed to the parking lot for the last time in 2012.   



 

REDLEGS at EXPOS:  13-12 (11 innings) 

Redlegs’ perspective 
 
Despite the Redlegs doing everything they could to lose their Semi-final game against the Expos, 
(and I mean everything), they claimed victory after several lead changes, momentum swings and 
11-innings!  The Redlegs jumped out to an early 2-0 lead from a powerful blast by 3rd baseman 
Dave English, but the Expos' responded by putting up 4 in the bottom half of the 1st.  Expo's 
Weaver settled in nicely and controlled the Redlegs batters through the fifth.  Redlegs starter Ken 
Petrocelli also settled in after a rough 1st to quiet the Expos offensive as well and the Expos led 
5-3 after 5.  The Redlegs tied the game in the 6th and took a 6 run lead in the 7th.  But, the Expos 
keep battling back and eventually tied the game at 11 in the bottom of the 9th with 2 outs!  In the 
top of the 11th it was the Redlegs who again found 2-out magic by plating 2 runs to take a 13-11 
lead.  But again the Expos battled back by getting their first two batters on base and scoring a run 
to put the tying run 90 feet away and the possible winning run at second with 1 out.  After a 
quick visit to the mound from Redlegs Manager Petro, (this reporter was unable to obtain a 
transcript of that discussion), reliever Bill Womack, determined to take matters in his own hands, 
(and arm), proceeded to strike out the heart of the Expos line-up to claim the victory and earn the 
nomination for Legend of the Week!  Redlegs Win 13 to 12 and earn the right to challenge the 
Padres for the Championship. 
 

REBELS at PADRES:  13-11 

Padres’ perspective 
 
Bats were alive in this tight game between the Padres and the Rebels.  Both teams continued to 
exchange blows throughout the first four innings, as the score remained tight at 10-9 in favor of 
the Rebels.  The Padres' pitchers could not seem to solve the Rebels' big bats until they handed 
the ball over to their closer, Jayson Putnam in the 5th inning.  Jayson pitched three scoreless 
innings, which gave the Padres a chance to make their way back into the game.   Unfortunately, 
the Padres' bats went cold over three innings as well, until the bottom of the seventh.  A few 
walks loaded the bases and ultimately led to the tying and go ahead run.  Then Jayson, who just 
felt like taking the entire game into his own hands, hit a bases loaded single up the middle, 
scoring two runs, and giving the Padres a three-run lead.  To cap off the day, Jayson closed out 
the game in the top of the 8th to secure the win for the Padres.  Other notable contributions 
included, Ryan who went 4-4 with a walk and 4 runs scored, John 2-4 with a clutch 2 run scoring 
double in the 3rd, and Chris 2-4 with a single and a double. 
 
Rebels’ perspective 
 
After falling behind in the first few frames, the Rebels fought back to play a neck-in-neck game 
vs the Padres in this exciting semi-final game.  The Rebels finally took a one-run lead heading 
into the late innings, but could not hold on as the patient Padres drew critical walks, helping lead 
to the Rebels’ demise.  The Rebels did see stellar pitching from their starter Scott Day, who also 
launched a monster 2-RBI triple, one bouncer to right-center wall, ending 2-for-4. Jeff Lerner 
ripped a liner double down left-field line to start the Rebels offense, while Ty Washington was 3-
for-3 with three doubles.  Famous Dray also continued his hot streak with a double, single and 



hard line-out while Scott Knapp added a 2-RBI single in the fourth and Jeff Moeller went 2-for-
3.  Mark Cowdin turned a great corner-to-corner double play highlighting an almost flawless 
Rebels defense on the day. But in the end, it was an unfortunate shortage of Rebel arms that 
allowed a Padres 13-11 win. 
 

THUNDER at NATIONALS:  9-6 

Nationals’ perspective 
 
It was a great chilly day for Baseball Playoffs and a tough matchup between the Thunder and the 
Nationals. During the regular season both teams played each other tough, with each winning at 
least one game. Both Managers knew this game could go either way and had to bring their best.  
 
The game started with a pitcher’s duel going 4 innings with only 1 run a piece, both coming on 
solo homerun’s by the opposing pitcher. Rich hit a solo shot in the bottom of the first for the 
Nationals and Jeff from the Thunder launched his leading off the third inning. The game then 
took a turn for the Nationals in the bottom of the fifth, with the two solid hits by Santos and Tim 
and bringing up Tom, who hit a shot past the center fielder for a triple and scoring 2 runs. Bob V. 
stepped in and hit a rocket at the shortshop, who threw the ball past the first baseman, which 
scored the third and final run of the inning.  
 
The game continued with some great defensive plays and no scoring until a big seventh inning 
by both teams. The Thunder scored two runs in the top of the seventh with two hits and took 
advantage of several baseballs thrown all over the field (yes, it looked like the “Bad News 
Bears”), with the Thunder using their young, speedy legs. However, it was a wakeup call for the 
Nationals, who pounded out 5 runs in the bottom of the seventh, with several key hits. Tim 
started off the inning with a walk, moved to second on a wild pitch and then to third on a passed 
ball, with set the stage for Tom again, who singled in the run to start the hitting. Next up was 
Darrell who singled and scored Tom. Darrell stole second and set up Rich for a RBI single 
scoring Darrell. Bobby then crushed a tripled scoring Rich, followed by Chris driving in Bobby 
with another smashing hit. Bringing the game to a 9 – 3 lead for the Nationals.    
 
With no scoring in the eighth, it was up to Nationals to close out the Thunder in the ninth to 
advance to the Championship. The inning started out rough for the Nationals, with Ace Bobby 
on the mound and maybe getting a little tight because of the cool day at Vets. Bobby uncorked a 
fiery fastball that stayed inside a bit too much and hit the leadoff hitter for the Thunder. The next 
batter walked giving the Thunder a man on first and second, with a dangerous Thunder hitter and 
the meat of the order up. The Thunder hitter then hit one down the first base line and can we say 
the “Buckner”, yes the infamous “Bill Buckner play” which went through the usually rock solid 
first baseman, scoring one. The next hitter grounded out to second, but scoring another run in the 
process. This left a man on second and another dangerous hitter at the plate, who hit a shot and 
scored the third run of the inning with one out and man on first. After a quick trip to the mound 
by catcher/pitching coach/assistant manager Kevin, Bobby and the Nationals were ready to finish 
the game. Bobby was in the stretch, started towards the plate, the runner breaks for second, the 
hitter smashed a line drive right at the second baseman, in which he quickly ran over and tagged 
first for a game ending Double Play. The game ended 9 – 6 and put the Nationals into the 
Championship for the second season in a row.  
 



The game of baseball is the greatest sport to play and it was seen on the field during the game. 
Both teams gave it their all and played tough. There was no arguing with the close plays, good 
sportsmanship between teams and two awesome teams playing baseball. Great season Thunder! 
You guys are getting better every season … looking forward to more games in the spring. 
 
 

Umpires Corner  
 
When does getting hit by a pitch not end up with a free trip to first?  You make the 
call. 
 
by Greg Budnik, Legends Umpire 
 
In the Hurricanes-Senators semi-final game this past Sunday, one of the Senators’ batters 
squared to bunt, only to end up hit by the pitch.  After the plate umpire calls “dead ball” and 
points to first, the batter heads to first, however the Hurricanes’ manager approaches the plate 
umpire, saying the batter attempted to bunt the ball and should not be awarded first base.  
What’s the call??? 
 
This call is handled in an identical fashion to how one would treat a batter who check-swung at 
a pitch, then got hit by it.  It is a determination of a whether a swing (or in the case of a bunt, an 
“offer”) occurred.  The plate umpire can decide this himself – or as was the case in this game, 
upon request of the opposing team to the plate umpire, the plate umpire can ask the base umpire 
whether the batter “offered” to bunt the pitch.  If the batter made, in the opinion of the umpire, 
an attempt to bunt, even if that attempt was followed by a retraction of the bat in an attempt to 
avoid getting hit by the pitch, the plate umpire (or the base umpire, upon request to the plate 
umpire for an appeal) can call the pitch a strike.  Once the batter offers/swings at a pitch, they 
lose the benefit of an awarded base if hit by that pitch.  If both umpires agree that the batter did 
not offer to bunt the pitch, it is a hit-batsman and the batter is awarded first base.  The key here 
is to know this is an appealable call (assuming the plate ump allows the appeal) and that the 
base umpire does not make the call unless asked.  Given the position of a batter during a typical 
bunt, knowing you have the right of appeal is important since the base umpire may have the best 
view of the swing/bunt, but can’t make a call unless requested to. 
 
Another related “hit batsman” question that came up during that same game was whether a 
batter is awarded first base if hit by a pitch that bounces before striking the batter.  The answer 
is a resounding “yes!” – the pitch is still live and as long as the batter didn’t try to swing at it, 
being struck by a pitch that bounces in the dirt, so long as it has not passed the batter and the 
batter is in the batter’s box, is a dead ball and the batter is awarded first base.  As you can 
imagine, the logic continues that you are also allowed to swing at and hit a ball that has 
bounced as well.  Unlike softball, baseball is a “live ball” game with respect to pitches 
contacting the ground ahead of the batter’s swing. 
 
If you have a call from a game you’d like to contribute for analysis by Legends’ umpires, please 
email them to ron@playlegendsbaseball.com  
 


